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One approach to analyzing the structure of an ordered set has been to
characterize its structure in terms of that of related objects, and vice versa. For
example results in [2] characterize in terms of the ordered set P when the lattice
Z(P) of lower sets (also called initial segments) of P and the ordered set Id(P) of
order
ideals
(or simply ideals) of P have infinite antichains. The results in [2] are
that Z(P) has an infinite antichain if and only if P has an infinite antichain or P
has a copy of one of three specific ordered sets; likewise, it is shown that Id(P)
has an infinite antichain if and only if P has one or P has a copy of a certain
ordered set. In this paper we ‘dismantle’ these results by characterizing separately
when P has an infinite antichain or a copy of each of the ordered sets which gives
an infinite antichain in Z(P) or Id(P). We begin by describing the ordered sets
which play a role in these results.
We use w to denote the natural numbers in their usual order, 1 G 2 c 3, . . . ,
and md denotes the natural numbers in the opposite order, 12 223, . . . . By
o @ md, we mean the disjoint union of w and md, where each is given the order
indicated, and there is no comparison between elements of w and those of gd.
Thus, an ordered set contains a copy of o @ md if and only if it has an infinite
ascending chain and an infinite descending chain such that any pair of elements,
one from each chain, is incomparable.
Let K = {(i, j) E N X N 1i < j}, and define an order on K by (i, j) s (r, s) if and
only if i = r and j c s, or j < r. The Hasse diagram of K is given in Fig. 1, along
with that of Kd, the set K with the opposite order.
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Fig. 1. The ordered sets K and Kd. (Note: only those points which are filled in are in K or Kd).

The results from [2] are summarized in the following:
Theorem 1 ([2]). Let P be an ordered set.
(1) Z(P) contains an infinite antichain if and only if P contains an infinite
antichain, a copy of K, of Kd, or of o CBerd.
(2) Id(P) contains an infinite antichain if and only if P contains an infinite
antichain or a copy of K.

The first step in dismantling the results of Theorem 1 is to characterize when
the ordered set P contains an infinite antichain. Since Z(P) is a family of subsets
of P closed under the operations of tl and U, the lattice concepts of n-prime and
of U-prime are easy to describe. For example, a lower set Z E Z(P) is a U-prime if
and only if for any .Z, K E Z(P), if Z c .ZU K, then Z c J or Z c K must hold. The
following result then allows us to characterize when P has an infinite antichain.
Proposition 2. Let P be an ordered set. The following are equivalent:
(1) P has an infinite antichain ;
(2) There
(3) There
(4) There
(5) There

is
is
is
is

an infinite antichain in the set of complete U-primes of Z(P);
a complete lattice monomorphism q : 2”+ Z(P);
an injection Q,: 2” + Z(P) preserving all unions;
an order embedding Q,: 2”* Z(P).

Proof. (1) e (2) is
. c 1ear since P is order isomorphic
U-primes of Z(P) under the map x * Ix.

to the set of complete
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(2) +

(3): Suppose that (Pn 1n E N} is an infinite antichain in the ordered set

P. Define the lower set A E Z(P) by

and let ~JJ:~‘+Z(P) by ~~(X)=AU(~,I~EX}.
Since (Pn(neN}
is an antiand
it
is
obvious
that
Q,
preserves
all
chain, q(X) is a lower set for all X E 2mr,
unions. Using the fact that (P,, 1n E N} is an antichain, it is also straightforward to
show that ~1 is an injection preserving all intersections. Thus 97 is a complete
monomorphism of 2’ into Z(P).
(3) j (4) j (5) is trivial.
be an order embedding.
For each II E N,
(5)3(l):
Let ~:2” +Z(P)
v(N\{n})).
Q+) + u V(N\{n>)J and so we choose an element pn E q(n)\(lJ
Since q(n) and q(m) are lower sets with q(m) c lJ cp(lV\{n}) for m # n, it
0
follows that p,, and pm are incomparable if m #n. This completes the proof.
Remark. We thank the referee

for pointing out the equivalence

of statement

(5).
The following lemma allows us to derive a corresponding
for when P has no infinite antichain.

equivalent condition

Lemma 3. Let P be an ordered set and suppose that X c Id(P) is an infinite family
of ideals of P such that U Y = IJ X for every infinite subset Y c X. Then U X is
an ideal of P.’

Proof. It is clear that .Z= lJ X is a lower set of P, and so to show that J is an
ideal, we only need to show that .Z is directed. Let a, b E J, and let X, =
{I E X ) a E Z}. Since a E J, X, # 0. If X, were finite, then X\X, would be infinite,
and then lJ X = lJ {X\Xn) by the hypothesis of the lemma. This would imply
that a $ lJ (X\Xa) = .Z since a $ Z for all Z E X\X,. As this is impossible, it must
be that X, is infinite, and so lJ X = IJ X, by the hypothesis. Now b E .Z= IJ X,
implies there is some Z E X, with b E Z, and so a, b E 1. Since Z is an ideal, there is
some c E Z with a s c and b =Sc. Since Z c lJ X, = .Z, this shows that .Z is
directed.
0
Proposition 4. Let P be an ordered set. The following are equivalent:
(1) P has no infinite antichain ;
(2) Every element of Z(P) is the union of finitely many ideals of P.

Note. This result is not new, but the method of proof is. The result appears in
[l], in [5], and in [7], although it dates back to [3]. We thank the referee for
pointing this out to us.
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Proof. (1) j (2): Suppose that (2) fails, and let A E I(P)be a lower set which is
not the union of any finite family of ideals of P. Since every principal lower set is
an ideal, and since the ascending union of ideals is an ideal, it follows that every
element a E A is contained in some ideal I which is maximal with respect to being
contained in A. Thus, A = IJM, where M is the set of ideals I which are maximal
with respect to being a subset of A. By hypothesis, the set M is infinite. Since
A = U M is not the union of any finite family of ideals, A itself is not an ideal,
and so Lemma 3 implies that M has an infinite subset Ml with (lJ M)\(iJMl)#
0. Since Ml is an infinite family of ideals each of which is maximal with respect to
being a subset of A, U Ml cannot be an ideal. Thus, Lemma 3 applies to Ml as
well, and so there is an infinite subset M2 of Ml with (l_l M,)\(iJ
M2)# 0.
Continuing in this fashion, we can find an infinite descending family of infinite
subsets {M,,1n 2 l} of M such that (lJ M,J\(U M,,,)# 0 for each n 2 1. We can
then choose ideals Z, EM, such that Z,,# (IJ M,,,)for each IZG=1.
We claim that Z,\(lJ {I, 1m #n}) #0 for each n 3 1. Indeed, if Z, c
lJ {I, 1m #n}, then

which is a finite union of lower sets. Since an ideal is a U-prime lower set, it
follows that Z, is a subset of one of these lower sets, and so Z,,c Z, for some m < n
since I,, & (lJ M,,,).But the family {I, 1n 2 l} consists of distinct ideals maximal
within A, and so I,, 4 Z, if m # n. This contradiction shows that our claim that
Z,\(U{Z,(m#n})#0istrue.
Finally, we choose elements x, E Z,\(lJ {Z, 1m # n}) for each n 2 1. Since
{I, ] n 3 l} is a family of distinct ideals, it follows that x, and x, are incomparable
if m fn. Hence {x, I n 2 l} is an infinite antichain. Thus, if there is a lower set Z
in P which is not the union of any finite family of ideals of P, then there is an
infinite antichain in P. This shows that (1) implies (2).
(2) 3 (1); Conversely, suppose that (1) does not hold. Then conditions (l)-(4)
of Proposition 2 hold, so there is an infinite antichain X in P, and we let A = IX
be the lower set X generates in P. If {I,, . . . , I,} is a finite family of ideals of P
which are contained in A, then each 4 can contain at most one element of X since
X is an antichain of maximal elements in A. Hence A #U Ii,
soA cannot be the
union of any finite family of ideals from P. Thus (2) fails if (1) does. 0
Remark. The results of Propositions 2 and 4 hold in much greater generality than
stated here. For example, it is shown in [6] that a distributive continuous lattice
either contains a copy of 2N as a continuous sublattice (i.e., as a sublattice closed
under all infs and all directed sups), or else every element of L is the infimum of
finitely many primes of L. This latter condition can be more concisely stated as L
has locally finite meet breadth, a concept which is defined in [4]. This
generalization of finite breadth is defined by requiring that
A-br(x) = sup{ card A ]A is meet irredundant

and jj A = x}
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be finite for each x E L, where a subset A c L is meet irredundunt if /\ A < /j Z?
for every proper subset B t A. For a distributive continuous lattice L of locally
finite meet breadth, r\-br(x) is the number of minimal primes above X.
In particular, these notions apply to the lattice Z(P) of lower sets of the ordered
set P, and so we adopt the terminology that Z(P) has locally finite meet breath
when the conditions of Proposition 4 hold.
Recall that a filfer on an ordered set P is a subset F c P such that F = TF and,
for X, y E F, there is some z E F with x G z and y 6 z. Clearly the ordered set of
filters on P, Filt(P), is order-isomorphic to the set of ideals of the ordered set Pd.
By a free ( A-)semilutfice we mean the free object in the category of ( A-)semilattices and ( A-)preserving maps.
Proposition 5. Let P be un ordered set such that Z(P) has locally finite meet
breadth. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) P contains a copy of K;
(2) (Z(P), U) contains a copy of the free
generators ;
(3) Id(P) has an infinite antichain.
Moreover, the following are equivalent:

semiluttice

on countubly

many

semiluttice on countubly

many

(l*) P contains u copy of Kd;

n)

contains a copy of the free
(Z(P),
generators;
(3*) Filt(P) contains an infinite antichain.
(27

Proof. (1) 3 (2); If K is contained in P, then for each n E N, let A, be the lower
set of P generated by the nth column of K; i.e., A,, = l{(n, j) 1n <j}. If n E N
and F c N \ {n} is finite, then the order on K implies that A, r# U {A, 1m E F}.
Thus {A, 1n E N} generates a copy of the free semilattice on countably many
generators in (Z(P), U), so (2) holds if (1) does.
(2) * (3): SUPPose that (2) holds. Since Z(P) has locally finite meet breadth,
each lower set of P is the union of finitely many ideals of P. Let {A, 1n E N} be
the generators of the free semilattice on countably many generators in (Z(P), IJ).
Fix n E FV, and write A,, = Z, U * * - U Z, as the union of finitely many ideals of P. If
for each i = 1, . . . , k, there is some m(i) E N\ {n} with ZiCA,(,),
then A,, =
contradicting
the freeness of {A, 1n E N}.
ZIu * * . U Ac = &(~) U . . . U Any,+
Thus there is some ideal Z,,c A, such that Z, # A, for all m # n. It follows that
{Zn1n E N} is an infinite antichain in Id(P), and so (3) holds.
(3) j (1): If (3) holds, then Id(P) has an infinite antichain, and so Theorem 1
implies that P either has an infinite antichain or a copy of K. Since Z(P) has
locally finite meet breadth, P must contain a copy of K. This completes the proof
that (l)-(3) are equivalent.
The equivalence of (l*)-(3*) follows from the equivalence of (l)-(3) applied
to the dual ordered set Pd. Cl
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In closing, we note that we can also clarify when an ordered set P has a copy of
the ordered set o CDmd. Namely, P has a copy of w CDmd if Z(P) has an infinite
antichain, but not one which generates a free semilattice under union or
intersection; equivalently, Z(P) has an infinite antichain, but not within its set of
U-primes or n-primes. We summarize these results in the following theorem:
Theorem

6. Let P be an ordered set.

(I) The following are equivalent:
(a) P has an infinite antichain;
(b) Z(P) has a copy of 2” as a complete sublattice;
(c) Id(P) has an infinite antichain {Z, 1n E N} satisfying Z,,# (U {Z, 1m # n})
for each n E N.

(II) The equivalent conditions of (I) fail if and only if Z(P) has locally finite
meet breadth, if and only if every lower set of P is the union of finitely many ideals
of P. In this case, the following are equivalent:
(a) P has a copy of K;
(b) (Z(P), U) has a copy of the free semilattice on countably many
generators;
(c) Id(P) has an infinite antichain.
The following are also equivalent:

(d) P has a copy of Kd;
(Z(P), f9
h as a copy of the free semilattice on countably many
generators ;
(f) Filt(P) has an infinite antichain.
Finally, assuming that the equivalent conditions (a)-(c) and (d)-(f) fail, the
(4

following are equivalent:
(g) P has a copy of w 63 ard;
(h) Z(P) has an infinite antichain, but Id(P)
antichains.

and Filt(P)

have no infinite
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